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Abstract
Mobile Learning (M-Learning) is a new application for wireless technology. By using a wireless network to
access the computer network, learners around the world can participate in cooperative learning activities
sharing course information, and teachers can change and update the information easily. The course information
may be of various digital multimedia types, such as in the form of text, graphics, image, and/or sound. MLearning will become increasingly important as mobile learners increase.
M-Learning enables mobile learners to access Internet services while on the move, anywhere and anytime. The
information of a learner’s assessments, feedback, learner records, homework, the answers of exams, and
payment is an essential part of M-Learning. Security provision for M-Learning is an open and challenging
research problem due to user mobility, limited resources in wireless devices and expensive radio bandwidth.
To achieve secure M-Learning while at the same time not to impose much computational, communication and
storage requirements on mobile devices, we envisage an asymmetrical approach. To demonstrate the efficacy of
this approach, we have designed a new protocol for improving the security of M-Learning with existing wireless
and Internet technologies. The new protocol facilitates mutual authentication, to secure M-Learning, but differs
from current approaches that provide mutual authentication through extensive use of computationally expensive
cryptographic primitives such as public-key algorithms. It is able to provide the required security services with
the assistance of the mobile network providers and the use of inexpensive cryptographic functions, such as
symmetric cryptography and hash functions.
This paper presents work on the design of the new protocol. The study and evaluation demonstrates that the
network operator assisted approach used in the new protocol design is efficient for mobile learners, and
significantly better than current related protocols. The approach allows the provision of security and MLearning services with very little increase in computational requirements.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Mobile Learning (M-Learning) is the next generation of e-learning and is based on mobile devices [1]. MLearning is proving to be an increasingly useful and powerful technology, inspiring developments for the web
and mobile networks. These areas include content, information, and knowledge management; community
building; publishing and journalism; teaching, learning, and collaboration; and course management systems [2].
In the meanwhile M-Learning creates a number of challenges, such as costs, usability, choice of technology,
roles, equipment management, support for teachers, administration, collaboration, and security [3].
Security is a significant challenge for M-Learning due to user mobility, limited resources in wireless devices and
expensive radio bandwidth. M-Learning presents a number of security requirements, including authentication,
confidentiality, integrity, non-repudiation, privacy, availability and trust. Among these security services,
authentication is the foundation. Authentication is the act of ensuring that someone or something is whom it
claims to be. In the M-Learning context, a learner, a teacher and an online education organisation providing
software and resources have to make sure that they are communicating with the right entities. In addition, they
need to establish a session secret key for subsequent confidential transactions, such as for online examination
and assessments purposes.
The problem of how to provide authentication services in a mobile environment has been addressed in recent
years, and a number of proposals have been published in the literature [4-11]. Among them, authentication

protocols with only two entities normally require heavy operational load at the mobile side [7, 8]. To reduce the
computational requirements at the mobile side, asymmetrical authentication protocols make use of a trusted
authentication server [5, 6, 9-11]. However, a variety of them require the authentication server to create a session
key for the two end users [9, 10]. Therefore the server is able to not only assist the authentication process, but
also to get access to subsequent confidential transactions that are encrypted by the session key. To solve this
problem, Steiner et al. proposed a protocol that enables two end users to generate the session key without the
involvement of the authentication server [11]. Compared with [9, 10], it is more secure because the server cannot
get access to subsequent confidential transactions. But later, Lin et al. proved that [11] is insecure since it is
susceptible to password guessing attacks [4]. Though the solutions by [5, 6] are secure and more efficient than
other proposals, they remain computationally expensive.
The main contribution of this paper is to present a secure and efficient authentication protocol for M-Learning
applications. The protocol, called Network Assisted Authentication Protocol (NAAP), achieves mutual
authentication and key establishment between a mobile learner and an online education organisation, and at the
same time, places less computational requirements than the schemes most related to our work [5, 6]. Therefore,
NAAP is more suited to M-Learning applications in which mobile devices are expected to have thin
computational and storage capabilities. A trusted authentication service in the network operator is introduced
into our protocol to assist the authentication process to reduce computational cost. The use of the network
operator has taken the following considerations and observations into consideration [12]:
(1) Network operators build up and operate wireless communication network infrastructures; they therefore can
easily implement new platforms and protocols for secure mobile transactions.
(2) Network operators have connections to the Internet and therefore they can use existing Internet-based
protocols to communicate with the education organisation on the Internet.
(3) Network operators already have their subscribed mobile users’ details, and provide security services to
mobile users over the wireless connection. The network operator can reuse this security sensitive information.
(4) Network operators usually have ample resources (storage, computational power and network bandwidth) in
contrast to mobile devices, and are always on-line.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the security requirements for
authentication for M-Learning. Section 3 outlines the notation and network infrastructure used. Section 4
describes the protocol in details. Section 5 analyses its security against the requirements stated in Section 2.
Section 6 compares the NAAP protocol with its most related work [5, 6]. Finally our conclusions are outlined in
Section 7.

2. SECURITY REQUIREMENTS
To achieve secure authentication and key establishment between a mobile learner and an education organisation
on the Internet, the authentication protocol for M-Learning should meet the following security requirements:
(S1) Authentication of the online education organisation to the mobile learner. The protocol should allow the
authentication of the online education organisation to the mobile learner. This prevents an attacker from
masquerading as the education organisation to communicate with the mobile learner.
(S2) Authentication of the mobile learner to the online education organisation. The protocol should enable the
online education organisation to authenticate the mobile learner in order to make sure the authenticity of the
mobile learner.
(S3) End-to-end session key establishment. The protocol should allow the mobile learner and the online
education organisation to establish a shared secret session key for subsequent confidential transactions, such as
online examination message exchanges.
(S4) Session key confirmation. The protocol should allow the mobile learner to confirm that the online education
organisation is in possession of the right session key and vice versa. This prevents the use of an inconsistent
session key by the mobile learner or the online education organisation.
(S5) Freshness of the session key. The protocol should ensure the freshness of the session key. This prevents an
attacker from reusing a previous session key to get access to confidential information in the transactions.

3. PRELIMINARIES
This section introduces the notation used in the protocol description and the network infrastructure that the
authentication protocol is based upon.

3.1 Notation
The notation to be used for the protocol presentation is summarised as follows:
x, y
Concatenation of data items x and y
h(x)
A one-way hash function with the following properties: (a) for any x, it is easy to compute h(x); (b)
given x, it is hard to find x’ (≠x) such that h(x’) = h(x); and (c) given h(x), it is hard to compute x. An
example of such a one-way hash function is SHA-1.
KAB
Session key shared between entity A and entity B (A, B ∈ {A, S, B})
pkA
Public key of entity A
skA
Private key of entity A
{x}K The cipher-text of item x encrypted with a key K using a public-key cryptosystem such as RSA.

3.2 Network infrastructure
The protocol presented in the paper provides secure and efficient authentication services between a mobile
learner to access an online education organisation for M-Learning. The infrastructure consists of three functional
entities: a mobile learner using a mobile device such as a mobile phone or a PDA (Personal Digital Assistant)
(denoted as A hereafter), an online education organisation (denoted as B) and a trusted authentication server
inside the network operator (denoted as S). A connects to B to conduct a secure M-Learning transaction, such as
for online examinations or online payments. B conducts secure transactions with A. The network operator
provides the wireless network connection and bandwidth for A to get access to B; S is responsible for assisting
mutual authentication between A and B.

4. PROTOCOL DESIGN
In this section, we present our Network Assisted Authentication Protocol (NAAP) for M-Learning. NAAP
consists of four transactions, T1 to T4, as shown in Fig. 1.
A
(Mobile
learner)

S
(Authentication server
in network operator)

B
(Online education
organisation)

T1: {x}pkB, idA, idB, h({x}pkB, idA, idB, KAS)
T2: {x}pkB, idA, idS, h({x}pkB, idA, idS, KBS)
T3: y, idA, idB, h(y, idA, idB, KAB)
T4: h(KAB)

Fig. 1. The NAAP protocol
T1: A chooses a secret random number x and encrypts it with B’s public key pkB, i.e. {x}pkB, as an
authentication challenge to B. With the public key algorithm, it is difficult for any entity other than B to get x
without knowing B’s private key skB. Therefore x is a secret value shared only between A and B. A then
generates a keyed hash value h({x}pkB, idA, idB, KAS) with A’s identity idA, B’s identity idB and a key KAS which
is known only to A and S. A sends {x}pkB, idA, idB and h({x}pkB, idA, idB, KAS) to S in T1.
T2: Upon receipt of T1, S computes a new hash value with the received {x}pkB, idA, idB and its own KAS and
compares it with the received hash value. If the two hash values do not match, S may ask A to re-send
transaction T1 or terminate the protocol run (this applies to all transactions if any verification fails). Otherwise, S

is assured that A is authenticated since A demonstrates its knowledge of the key KAS. S then generates a keyed
hash value h({x}pkB, idA, idS, KBS) and sends it to B with {x}pkB, idA and its own identity idS in T2. KBS is the key
shared only between B and S.
T3: After receiving T2, B verifies h({x}pkB, idA, idS, KBS) by using its own KBS. If the verification is positive, B is
assured that T2 is from S. As S is a trusted authentication server, B believes that S authenticates A before
sending T2 and passes the authentication challenge from A, {x}pkB, honestly. B decrypts {x}pkB with its private
key skB to obtain the value x. B then generates a random number y and a session key KAB, where KAB = h(x, y).
KAB will be used for securing subsequent transactions. In T3, B sends y, idA, idB and a hash value h(y, idA, idB,
KAB) to A, for authenticity checking from B to A.
T4: A generates the session key KAB = h(x, y) using the received y and x from its store, and uses it to verify the
hash value h(y, idA, idB, KAB) from B. If the verification is successful, A is assured that B is authenticated because
only B can decrypt the authentication challenge to get x using the correct skB, and therefore use the correct x to
generate the proper KAB. A then sends a hash value of KAB, h(KAB), to B for key confirmation in T4.
Finally, B verifies h(KAB) received in T4 by hashing its own KAB and comparing them. If they are equal, B is
convinced that A holds the same session key for subsequent communication. The NAAP protocol is now
complete.

5. SECURITY ANALYSIS
This section presents a security analysis of the NAAP protocol against the requirements stated in Section 2.
(S1) Authentication of the online education organisation (B) to the mobile learner (A).
A authenticates B through the use of the authentication challenge {x}pkB. In transaction T3, B computes the
response x using skB, where x = {{x}pkB}skB, and uses x to compute the session key KAB, where KAB = h(x, y). B
then generates the hash value h(y, idA, idB, KAB) for its authentication to A. In transaction T4, a positive result of
the verification of the hash value h(y, idA, idB, KAB) demonstrates B’s knowledge of KAB and therefore the
knowledge of the correct x. This x assures A that B has knowledge of the correct corresponding private key, skB,
as it can correctly decrypt x from the authentication challenge {x}pkB. Therefore B is the entity it claims to be.
(S2) Authentication of the mobile learner (A) to the online education organisation (B).
The key KAS in transaction T1 demonstrates A’s knowledge of the key to the authentication server S and
therefore authenticates A to S. In addition, B believes that S authenticates A on its behalf because S is a trusted
server. As a result, once S authenticates A in T2 and sends T2 to B, B is convinced that A is authenticated.
(S3) End-to-end session key establishment.
In NAAP, the session key KAB (= h(x, y)) is not transmitted in clear text in any transaction. In transactions T3 and
T4, KAB is hashed and therefore another entity is unable to get access to it because hash operations are not
reversible. Regards to the two parameters used to generate the key, x and y, y is public but x is always
inaccessible to the public. In transactions T1 and T2, x is encrypted by using B’s public key pkB. The public key
cryptographic system guarantees that only B is able to gain the correct x by decrypting the challenge{x}pkB using
the corresponding private key skB. Therefore no entity other than A and B can get access to either x or KAB. As a
result, end-to-end session key establishment between A and B is achieved.
(S4) Session key confirmation.
The session key KAB is used by B to generate the hash value h(y, idA, idB, KAB) in T3. Upon receipt of T3, A
generates its own KAB by using x and y, and uses the new key to verify the hash value h(y, idA, idB, KAB) it
received. The positive result of the verification shows A that B has knowledge of the correct KAB. Therefore, A is
convinced that B has the fresh session key. In T4, A sends the hash value h(KAB) and therefore demonstrates its
knowledge of KAB to B. So B is assured that A has the correct session key. Thus session key confirmation is met.
(S5) Freshness of the session key.
The session key KAB is generated by using two random numbers, x and y. In the NAAP protocol, x is freshly
generated by A in T1 and y is freshly generated by B in T3. Therefore A and B are both assured the freshness of
the session key KAB.
As a result, the NAAP protocol satisfies all the security requirements set in Section 2.

6. COMPARISON WITH RELATED WORK
This section compares the NAAP protocol with the KAAP protocol [5] and the AUTHMAC_DH protocol [6],
which are the most related to our protocol. Table 1 shows the comparison of these protocols in terms of numbers
of heavy cryptographic operations. Heavy cryptographic operations are time- and resource-consuming,
particularly in resource constrained mobile devices.
Heavy cryptographic operations
Public key encryption at A
Exponential operations at A

KAAP
1
2

AUTHMAC_DH
0
2

NAAP
1
0

Table 1. Comparison of KAAP, AUTHMAC_DH and NAAP
With regards to security, these three protocols are able to achieve mutual authentication and key establishment
between a mobile learner and an online education organisation in the context of M-Learning with the use of a
trusted authentication server. Each of them can achieve all the security requirements set out in Section 2. In
terms of protocol performance, each protocol requires the mobile learner A to send two transactions. However,
NAAP requires only one heavy cryptographic operation (public key encryption) at A, while AUTHMAC_DH
requires 2 (exponential operations) and KAAP requires 3 (1 public key encryption and 2 exponential operations)
heavy cryptographic operations. Based on the benchmark [13], public key encryption (for example RSA-1024
encryption) is much more efficient than exponential operations (DH-1024 key-pair generation or DH-1024 key
agreement). As a result, NAAP is much more efficient than KAAP and AUTHMAC_DH.

7. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented the design of the NAAP protocol that achieves end-to-end authentication and key
establishment for M-learning applications. The protocol uses an authentication server in a network operator to
provide authentication service between a mobile learner and an online education organisation. The security
analysis of the protocol has demonstrated that the protocol satisfies all the security requirements set in Section 2.
The comparison of the NAAP protocol and related work has demonstrated that it is more efficient.
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